The morphology of polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) bone cement: surface structures and causes of their origin.
This study deals with the correlation between the polymerizing bone cement and the surrounding tissue. The surface structures of bone cements, polymerized in air, in tissue medium (in vitro) and in human bone during implantation were investigated and compared with the contours of the tissue of the implant bed. Basing on the dimensional differences it was differentiated between contours of 1st order and 2nd order: contours of 1st order are within the macroscopic range, contours of 2nd order within the microscopic range. The surface of bone cement polymerized in living human tissue differed essentially from samples polymerized under laboratory conditions. The differences are to be seen macroscopically in the coarse relief as well as microscopically in the shape and the connection of the superficial methylmethacrylate beads. Bone cements, polymerized in air show an ideal, even and closed surface. Bone cements, polymerized in tissue medium exhibit macroscopically some wrinkles, in the microscopic range their contours are either closed (samples prepolymerized at 22 degrees C) or partly open and partly closed (samples prepolymerized at 24 degrees C). The surface of bone cement implants, retrieved from human bones are characterized macroscopically by a marked wrinkled and papillary relief, microscopically by flattened beads, and most often by an irregular, rough and open surface with isolated beads giving almost the impression of a porous surface structure. The character of the surface of the bone cement originates from external, mechanical influences, from changes in the volume of the bone cement and from effects of the surrounding tissues. The surface of the bone cement implanted in human bone conforms exactly with the contour of the adjacent tissue; the tissue contour is infact a negative of the cement surface. The incomplete connection between the superficial PMMA beads seems to be of some practical value: In areas, where the PMMA beads are largely isolated, the mechanical stressability of the "polymer composite" is relatively low. Under high load, beads and bead-clusters may break off the surface. Shattering of bone cement implants possibly may start from such an open, porous surface area where PMMA beads are extensive isolated.